Seo Conference 2015 – SEO copywriting
(presentation is translated from Bulgarian)
SEO copywriting, unique text and... uniqueness of texts.
It's not about better writing to sell more.
It's all about writing texts for higher ranking in Google!
Because the most of the texts in Internet are written exactly with this
purpose!
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Text

Who am I and what amI doing here?
I'm SEO expert at 3D Web Design
(analyst+strategist)
A small firm in Sofia with misleading name :)
It's one of the first FIVE companies in Bulgaria offering SEO services.
We're offering SEO services since January 2008.
We've written over 8100 articles (in Bulgarian) in the past two years.
We've written over 2100 articles in English for last year.
We write daily about 20 400-450 words articles.
50% of these orders are for other SEO companies (outsourcing).

For comparison:

One average copywriter in the online media who writes qualitative articles (1000
words), has written around 200-300 articles total.
One average copywriter in the online media who writes articles with lower
quality (400-500 words), has written in total around 500 – 800 articles.
90% of the online media doesn't pay attention at how exactly is their content
ranked and don't write it in a way so it can be ranked best in search engines!
These online journalists are simply writing news. In over 90% of the cases
they're only rewriting content which has been created by others.

Copywriters in news sites
Duplicate text example: http://dariknews.bg/view_article.php?article_id=1336690

What constitutes copywriting and who is the copywriter?
What constitutes copywriting?
Copywriting is the process of writing texts for posting in websites, for PR purposes,
for media, TV or radio commercials. These texts are written by people called
copywriters.
What stands for copywriter?
Copywriter is the person who (should be) a specialist in the qualitative text writing,
narrates interestingly, has writing talent and excellent writing skills.
And what is SEO copywriting?
SEO copywriting constitutes writing of specific texts in a special manner – specially
for posting in websites. In this case each text is written in a manner, so it would be
well ranked in search engines – that's particularly important.
Specifics of SEO copywriting
When numerous texts have to be written, it's particularly important to be written
qualitative and each one of them should be unique. Meaning – when 60 texts are
written for websites, each one should be unique and different from the others 59,
and it shouldn't be copied from the internet. Texts which are already ranked in
search engines (texts already posted in websites) are not ranked well in Google!

Copywriting in Bulgaria

In Bulgaria there are many unemployed who perform as copywriters
and even think that they're good at what they're doing!

The reality at SEO copywriting
When I was looking to hire one
more copywriter, I posted an
job ad. I received over 210 job
applications and I told myself:
Great, I'll have huge selection :)
The reality:
I conducted more than 70
interviews and I've realized...
that most of the candidates
have absolutely no idea how to
write at all and how to write
especially for SEO optimization!

Types of SEO copywriting
There are TWO main types SEO copywriting (by quality and by
objectives):
1. Copywriting for posting texts in the main website. That's the
copywriting we use for selling more or better. It's more expensive, requires
higher quality and an in depth research before the actual writing of the texts.
It's recommended for the owner of the website (the specialist in the field), to
write the text himself or to give as many guidelines as possible and a really
detailed description of the website's purpose – according to them the copywriter
will write the rest.
2. Copywriting for posting in other websites. Many people think of that
when thinking of „SEO copywriting“, and that's why in this lecture we'll
emphasize on it – because we write one text on the website, but for better
ranking we need much more.
It could be for link building, PR or for posting in social networks like Facebook
and Google+. It's cheaper, in most cases it doesn't require an in depth research
before the writing of the texts.

Types of SEO copywriting for posting in different websites:
Copywriting for link building – for posting in social networks.
Short texts at about 200-300 symbols, one or two sentences.
Copywriting for link building – for posting in directories.
Short texts at about 200-300 symbols, one or two sentences.
Copywriting for posting in Facrbook, Twitter and Google+.
Copywriting for posting in affiliate websites and article
directories, for link building. It's more expensive, requires higher
quality and length of the texts 400+ words.

Why everything starts with the content?
If we don't write something interesting, no one will post a link to our
website!
Even if we write the content and do the link building ourselves, there won't be
much point – users will land on the page, they will see that the content is no good
and leave the page. They won't understand the advantages of the product or the
service we're selling, and we won't make any profit of the text on this page!
Such pages don't have any chance for high ranking. In low and average
competitive niche you may be able to rank amongst the first 10, but it will
be for a short period of time.
Because this page will has enormously high Bounce Rate and Google will know it!
Don't forget that all websites ranked on first page for keywords and with
good traffic are being checked manually by Google moderators!

It all starts with the content!
What is link bait?
Link bait is a commercial
activity (hidden or presenting
itself as a nonprofit), with
purpose (almost for free)
naturally attracting links to
website.
Recently the link bait
techniques are being used for
attracting audience - link bait
techniques for attracting
Facebook fans and Google+
followers.

Types of Link bait
Link bait types and link bait techniques:
News and stories. They should be really new and interesting articles. Or
they should be rewritten in a new, fascinating manner.
Discussions (they should also involve interesting story)
Hate – attack someone (better to be a famous person) or something,
express an opinion on an interesting topic
Lists with useful resources (list with the best directories and social
networks)
Video clips (interesting, funny, useful)
Competitions and games with prizes
How-to guides (and video).
Funny stories, jokes
Infographics.

Link-bait Types
Most effective, but pricey: Organization of events!
Organize a big event and... you'll get links even from websites of your
competitors!
Another idea for a long term Link bait: If you're selling a popular product
(or many products), build up an affiliate system in your website.

Content driven link building
… and manipulative link building. To do or not to do Link Bait?

What happens with the perfect article?
The perfect link bait of the super interesting article is something like that
(graphics shows article share in a non-commercial niche :

That's why the quality is important!

This affects on texts ranking and on results of the product we're promoting! The
evaluation is: 1. Where will they rank and 2. What will be the readers interest
(attendance for the advertised site)!
Most important: how relevant the texts are, how thematically is their content.
Less important: are there any links to them, will they attract a lot of readers
interest, is there at least one article with successful link bait?
Why is it less important:
1. At a budget link building campaign not each post is being linked!
2. Because we're talking about copywriting for SEO, and not for PR or advertising.
3. Because in over 85% of cases link building in not being made for something
extraordinary, but for business sites offering paid services and products. And these
sites have a really small chance for link bait, so don't count on it.

SEO copywriting – evaluation of quality?
We've got 50 articles: Evaluation of quality?
Example: If our campaign is to post fifty articles in fifty different websites with a
link in each post to a given website and each one of the articles is ranked on
average at 40th position at searching by the wanted keyword, our website will come
up with X positions.
If, however, the texts of each one of 50 articles are written with better quality
and thanks to that they rank on average 30th position for the keyword, the website
will come up much higher.
As a result: 5% better copywriting quality for each article usually gives about 2030% better results for capmaign of about 50 articles, because the articles are
many, and the result multiplies.
And what if the link building campaign is bigger :)
So, now think about campaigns with 200, 300 or more articles!

Keywords types and research
Real money can be earned from an average difficult
keywords - phrases of two, three and four keywords!

SemRush Keyword Tool

SemRush – related Keywords Tool

Now the technical part:
We'll write the text with... a typewriter :)

The technical part:
The copywriting goes hand in hand with the internal
optimization!

The internal optimization
(OnPage SEO) on site level and
the copywriting are the most
important parameters for the
optimization in general!
The content is king! Links are
only consequent of content!

OnPage SEO – the perfect internal optimization

It's good to have the keyword on
several places:
- at the beginning of the text – in
the first 2 paragraphs;
- in the middle of the text;
- at the end of the text;
If the phrase contains two or more
words, the words should be present
in text also separately!

Technical SEO - Basic meta tags
1. Title. Most important! Up to 60-70 symbols!
<title>Meta tags and Seo optimization</title>

2. Description. Secondary! 120-150 symbols!

<meta name="description" content="Meta tags and Seo optimization, what is
meta tag, where and how meta tags are being used" />

3. Keywords. Doesn't work from long time in Google!
<meta name="keywords" content="seo, seo optimization, meta tags, meta
tag" />

4. Robots. Be careful with them!

With this tag you can tell search engines to not index your page or to not follow
links on the page!
<meta name="robots" content="index, follow" />
<meta name="robots" content="noindex, follow" />
<meta name="robots" content="noindex, nofollow" />

5. Author.

<meta name="author" content="3D Web Design" />

Factors for ranking in Google: The myth!

Factors for ranking: Google Ranking factors 2012

Factors for ranking: Google Ranking factors 2014

OnPage SEO optimization: Content Ranking factors 2014

OnPage SEO optimization: Technical Ranking Factors 2014

The perfect OnPage SEO optimized page
Or what you have to do :)

1. The page should load quickly. The speed is most important for mobile devices.
2. Therefore there must be a Mobile version?
See the next slide :)

Usability from mobile devices?

Google mobile-friendly algorithm update: Mobilegeddon
It's already started - on April 21, 2015!

The perfect OnPage SEO optimized page:
Is the page with the best content on the topic on the Internet!
- Contains keywords in the title.
- Has unique title (include the brand or domain name in it).
- Has a short title (titles under 45-50 symbols rank better).
- Has completely unique (and relevant to the title) content.
- The content is longer than 350 words, but is shorter than 1000 words.
- Has a short URL address (and it's published in your primary domain, not in a sub domain).
- Has a custom entered by you URL address (not automatically generated by CMS).
- Contains the keywords in the URL address (or at least the most important 1-2 words).
- Numerous internal (and external) links (with stop words) point to the page.
- There's a “call to action” meta description, which is different from the title!
- There's at least 2-3 pictures (with correct alt tag) and video in the content.
- Contains heading tags in the content (h1, h2, h3).
- Contains the keyword at least twice in the content.
- Contains singular and plural form of your keywords, contains the definite keywords as well as
their synonyms.
- Contains also other words and phrases for which write other websites on the same topic
(research the pages of competitors).
- It contains useful for users content!
- There are links to useful resources on the topic in the content: and internal links to other
pages on the topic in your site, and external links to other sites (links only to quality sites that
are not your competitors).
- No advertising in the content (Adsense ads lower your ranking).
- It covers everything on the topic or at least the most important facts.

The perfect content:
OnPage SEO - Only the parameters for copywriters
From your article should be understood: What, where, when, who, why?
...and one more (from me): for what we want our article to be ranked in Google?
- You should write stories, not to list keywords!
- Only the free, article-like text is unique for Google!
- Text that describes the parameters of the product (online store) and text which
represents list of products or services is NOT unique text for Google!
- If this text is stolen from your website, you can't even report it to Google!
Article parameters:
The article should have unique title! And to contain your keywords in the title.
To have a short and exact title.
To have completely unique (and relevant) content, where the story is well told, so it
doesn't seem that the content is written only to promote a website, product or
service.
To have interesting, funny, fascinating content. The content should be longer than
300 words! The more, the better (but below 1000).

The perfect OnPage SEO content
… more parameters for copywriters :)
- There should be “call to action” in the text (this prompts the user to something,
the post should has a purpose – this way the content looks less like spam)!
- There should be at least one useful thing or information for users!
- In the content there should be links to useful resources: internal links to other
similar pages in the website and external links to other websites.
- There should be pictures in the content (with correct alt tags). The alt tags should
be LONGER than one word!
- There should be h1, h2, h3 tags in the content, lists (li) and paragraphs (p).
- Keywords should be mentioned in singular and plural, definite article, synonyms
of the keywords, as well as other words and phrases which are mentioned in similar
websites.
- Keywords should be mentioned at least twice in the content.
But everything should be in moderation, the content shouldn't seem as written
for optimization! The keywords shouldn't be more than 3,5% (if the text is for the
main website)! It's recommended for them to be up to 2% !!! if the texts are for
link building (for posting in other websites).
Keyword Density? The solution is SeoQuake for Firefox.

Quality rating? Percentage unique phrases of 3-5 words?
Text uniqueness? Do you remember what Google has rolled out back in 2013?
Pay attention to: >95% relevant text and % unique phrases of 3 to 5 words!

What is unique text and how does Google check it?
Unique text – terminology?
Nobody knows exactly how Google checks and what exactly is considered for “unique
text”, and what for “duplicate content”!
It's been established with experiments that a completely (100%) unique content is
the unique sequence of 4-5 words. Meaning, such content ranks in Google much
better than partially unique content!
It's almost impossible to write numerous phrases and sentences of that kind of
strongly commercially English topics. Unless you write nonsense. Don't try to do it,
because you'll receive the opposite effect!
How to check the uniqueness of the text:
Copy the first 5 words in the text and run the exact match search for the expression
in Google, for example “for this text in in quotes”. After that check the uniqueness
from second to sixth word, from third to seventh, from fourth to eighth, from fifth to
ninth...
Very annoying! Automation? The SEO tool for such text check is called Advego
Plagiatus.

Settings of Advego Plagiatus
The settings I'm using.
Timeout:
Use minimum of 10 seconds, because
Google may ban you temporarily!
Recommended: 20-25 or even more
seconds.
If you choose Yandex too, set the
timeout at minimum 35 seconds!

Use of Advego Plagiatus: – examples for 100% unique text
(the example is from the page with our copywriting services)

Use of Advego Plagiatus – examples for NON-unique text
Darik News: http://dariknews.bg/view_article.php?article_id=1336690

Text uniqueness and multiplication of text (spin format)
Why do you need to generate many unique texts?
- That's the fastest, most precise and cheapest way for writing many articles for short
posts in the Internet.
- All of the contemporary SEO tools work with spin format.
- It can be written qualitative and to generate great unique texts.
- But they have to be handwritten.
- And you should really know how to write them!
How it's called, how it's written and how does it look like?
It's called spin format or spin syntax, spinning. A similar software is called “spinner”
or „article spinner“.
Where you can test it and how to generate texts?
http://SeoGenerator.Ru – A free desktop software!
Free Article Spinner (online tool): http://articlespinner.eu
Advanced Spinner (again free): http://articlespinner.eu/advanced-spinner.html
Unique Articles (partly free): http://uniquearticles.eu

Text uniqueness with SeoGenerator – writing text in spin format

Text uniqueness with SeoGenerator.Ru –
clearing duplicates from texts

Techniques for raising the percentage of text uniqueness
With these small tricks, which can be done in less than 60 seconds by editing one
article, you can raise the text uniqueness without spoiling their quality.
What's best: You may apply these techniques not only for text uniqueness and
for writing templates with spin format, but also for handwritten unique articles –
they work even if you use them for creating one single article!
These guidelines are based on our experience. You can NOT find them
somewhere on the Internet.
They're used only by good copywriters, who should have written many texts, but
they should also be practicing SEO analysts – they should be able to take into
account and to analyze the results.
The techniques... on the next slide :)

Techniques for raising the percentage of text uniqueness

Quickly put your 3D glasses!

On the next slide is
Jennifer Aniston in
swimsuit!

Techniques for raising the text uniqueness

Technique 1: Branding! Adding the domain or company name in text increases the
uniqueness of texts!
Technique 2: Add a number (with words or with digits), punctuation marks, smiles.
Technique 3: Adding adjectives to nouns or their change.
Technique 4: Surround the non-unique text with unique. Add a article-like text before and
after listing your services (or Product Characteristics).

Examples of raising uniqueness of the text
1. Branding:
Wrong: We sell women's clothing online.
Right: Company X Ltd. (or site X) sells women's clothing online.
2. Adding numbers and punctuation marks:
Even better: The website womenclothing.com sells … 732 (random figure)
models of women's clothing online :))))))))))
3. Adding adjectives:
The perfect website womenclothing.com sells 859 models of qualitative
women's clothing online.
Our website womenclothing.com offers 63 models branded women's clothing
online.

Increasing uniqueness of texts
4. Surrounding of the non-unique text with unique.
Wrong product description:
Product name in the online shop: Mountain bike Sprint CASPER 20
Product description:

Steel frame CASPER 20"x9.5".
Rigid fork 20"x132.
Plastic V-BRAKE brakes.
SRAM MRX 5 gears.
Single-wall aluminum bars 20"- NRG.
Accessories: Bell, footboard, reflectors.

Increasing uniqueness of text and OnPage SEO
Correct:
Product name in the online shop:
<h1>Mountain bike Sprint CASPER 20</h1>
Product description:
<p>The mountain bike Sprint CASPER 20 is suitable for children between the age of
four and eight, weighing from 18 to 35 kg. It's a cheap alternative to more expensive
models bicycles of the Bulgarian manufacturer Sprint.</p>
<h2>Technical characteristics of Sprint CASPER 20</h2>
<li>Steel frame CASPER 20"x9.5".</li>
<li>Rigid fork Sprint 20"x132.</li>
<li>Plastic V-BRAKE brakes.</li>
<li>SRAM MRX 5 gears.</li>
<li>Single-wall aluminum bars 20"- NRG.</li>
<li>Accessories: Bell, footboard, reflectors .</li>
<p>At the moment at bicyclesshop.com we're offering promotion with low prices of
all Sprint models, buy the model CASPER 20 now!</p>

Useful links:
SEO Tools:
Best Free Article Spinner (online tool): http://articlespinner.eu/
Unique Articles (online generator): http://uniquearticles.eu/
SEO Generator (desktop software to generate many texts from spin format):
http://seogenerator.ru/download/
Advego Plagiatus (desktop software to change texts uniqueness):
http://advego.ru/plagiatus/
Articles:
SEO copyrwiting:
http://3dwebdesign.org/forum/quality-english-websites-blog-post-service-t2139
Changes in factors for ranking in Google for 2014 and 2015:
http://3dwebdesign.org/seo-factors-2014.png

Keywords Tools:
Market Samurai (Paid tool): goo.gl/RGv7u
Prodvigator (partially paid, works mostly with Bulgarian and Russian
keywords): http://goo.gl/9AzsJ1
Google Trends (free): http://www.google.com/trends/
UberSuggest (free): http://ubersuggest.org/
Majestic (partially paid):
https://www.majesticseo.com/reports/keyword-checker
Ahrefs: https://ahrefs.com
Moz: https://moz.com/tools
Keywords Analysis (free, integrated with Majestic):
http://keywordsanalysis.eu
Not working with keywords in Cyrillic, but again great tools:
Wordstream (partially paid): http://www.wordstream.com/keywords
Semrush (the best tool, partially paid, works with many languages, except
Bulgarian): http://www.semrush.com/

Questions?

Thank you, SEO Conference 2015!

SEO
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